LUMBEE TRIBE OF NORTH CAROLINA

CLLO- 2015-0917-01

DATE: SEPTEMBER 17, 2015
AMENDED #1: NOVEMBER 19, 2015

“FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE”

WHEREAS, The Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, a recognized American Indian Tribe of the State of North Carolina, subject to the Constitution of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina and its inherent powers of self-government; and

WHEREAS, Article VII, Section 1 of the Constitution of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina delegates all legislative authority to the Tribal Council; and

WHEREAS, The Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina has the authority to approve, adopt the annual fiscal year budget and budget process; and

WHEREAS, The Tribal Council is responsible for overseeing, reviewing, and approving budget variances throughout the fiscal year; and

WHEREAS, The Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina reserves the right to amend the budget as proposed by the Tribal Chairman as deemed appropriate to maintain a balanced budget (see below), and

THEREFORE, The “CLLO-2015-0929-01, FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE” has amended to remove from the fifth Whereas paragraph: “WHEREAS, The Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina reserves the right to amend the budget as deemed appropriate to maintain a balanced budget.”

THEREFORE, The “CLLO-2015-0929-01, FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE” has amended as the fifth WHEREAS paragraph: “WHEREAS, The Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina reserves the right to amend the budget as proposed by the Tribal Chairman as deemed appropriate to maintain a balanced budget.”

THEREFORE, Be it enacted by the Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina the following ordinance shall be adopted, as amended, and cited as “CLLO-2015-0929-01, FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE.”
CERTIFICATION


[Signature]
ATTEST: LESAUNDRI HUNT
Speaker, Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina

[Signature]
ATTEST: JAN LOWERY
Secretary, Tribal Council of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina

[Signature]
PAUL BROOKS
Chairman, Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina

POSTING

THIS “CLLO-2015-0917-01, FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE” duly posted on this the ___ day of NOVEMBER 2015.

[Signature]
ATTEST: BILLY HUNT
Tribal Clerk, Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina
ROLL CALL VOTE RESULTS TO ADOPT

CLLR-2015-0917-01 "FISCAL YEAR OCTOBER 1, 2015-SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 LUMBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE"
"TEXT CHANGE" AMENDMENT#1

__16__ YES, __1__ NO, __0__ ABSTENTION(S)

| District 1: | Evan Davenport | YES |
| District 2: | Terry Hunt | YES |
|            | Janie McFarland | YES |
| District 3: | Alton Locklear | YES |
|            | Lesaudri Hunt | YES |
| District 4: | Jonathan Locklear | YES |
| District 5: | Bobby Oxendine | YES |
|            | Jarrod Lowery | YES |
| District 6: | Larry Townsend | CANNOT VOTE |
|            | Douglas Locklear | YES |
| District 7: | Robert Chavis | YES |
|            | Jan Lowery | YES |
|            | Bill Brewington | YES |
| District 8: | Daniel Jones | ABSENT |
| District 9: | Anita Hammonds Blanks | NO |
| District 10: | Terry Collins | YES |
| District 11: | Frank Cooper | YES |
| District 12: | Areatha Patterson | ABSENT |
|            | Shelley Strickland | ABSENT |
| District 13: | William Maiden | YES |
| District 14: | Homer Fields | YES |
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